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1. Introduction and notation. Generalized nonnegative polynomia.ls of the
form

It

j(z) = IUJI II Iz -zjirj
j=1 '\1

(f..J E C, Zj E C, 0 < rj E JR., j = 1,2, k)

were studied in a sequence of recent papers 11], [2], [3], [4], [6], [7]. Several important
polynomial inequalities were extended to this class by utilizing the generalized de~ee

k

N:= LTj
j=l

of f in place of the ordinary one. Since

k

log j(z) = L Tj log Iz -zjl + log I(.JI,
j=l

a generalized nonnegative polynomial can be considered as a constant times the ex-
ponential of a logarithmic potential with respect to a finite Borel measure on C
that is supported in finitely many points (the measure has mass r j > 0 at each
Zj,j = 1,2,..., k). This suggests that some of the inequalities holding for generalized

nonnegative polynomials may be true for exponentials of logarithmic potentials of the
form

Q/"c(Z) = exp J log Iz -tldfJ,(t)+c ) ,
, c

where fJ, is a finite, nonnegative Borel measure on C having compact support and
c E JR.. The quantity fJ,(C) plays the role of the generalized degree N ,defined by (1.2).
In this paper we extend a number of classical polynomial inequalities for exponentials
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of logarithmic potentials. Typically such extensions are not straightforward; indeed
our proofs are far from simple density arguments.

Denote by p~ the set of all algebraic polynomials of degree at most n with real
coefficients and let P,';: be the set of all algebraic polynomials of degree at most n with
complex coefficients. Let M denote the set of all probability measures on C with
compact support. For J1. E M and c E R we define

P#"c(z) := J log Iz -tldJ1.(t) + c

c

(Z E C)

QIJ,c(Z) := exp(PIJ,c(Z» (Z E C).

Associated with ,LL E M and c E R. we introduce the sets

PjA,C{X) :$ O}Ej.I.c : = {x E [-1,1]

Q~,c(X) $ I}= {x E [-1,1]

We will denote by ml(A) and m2(B) the one-dimensional Lebesgue measure of 8. set
A c JR, and the two-dimensional Lebesgue measure of a set B c C, respectively.

The Remez inequality [12] asserts that

for every p E p~ such that

(G < s < 2),ml({xE [-1,1] W(x) I s: l}) ?; 2 -s

where Tn is the Chebyshev polynomial of degree n, defined by Tn(x) := cosn8,x =
cos 8. Proofs of this inequality appear in [9, pp. 119-121] and [5]. In Theorem 2.1 we
establish a sharp upper bound for max-l~:t~l Q!,.c(x) when ml(E!',c) ? 2 -s, and
(assuming Q!',c(x) is continuous) we find all J1, E M and c E JR with ml(E!',c) ? 2 -s

for which this sharp upper bound is achieved.
In Theorem 2.2 we establish pointwise upper bounds for Q!',c(x) for fixed x E

[-1,1], if J1, E M, C E JR, and ml(E!'.c) ? 2 -s. An obvious bound for Q!,.c(x) follows
immediately from Theorem 2.1, but it turns out that for any fixed -1 < x < 1 this can
be substantially improved. Indeed, Theorem 2.2 establishes essentially sharp upper
bounds, which extend the validity of a pointwise Remez-type inequality [4, Thm. 4]

proved for generalized nonnegative pol}'nomials.
In Corollary 2.3 we offer another, slightly weaker version of the Remez-type in-

equality of Theorem 2.1, and in Theorem 2.4 we establish an analogue of Corollary
2.3, where the interval [-1,1] is replaced by the closure of a bounded domain 11 c C
with C2 boundary, and the one-dimensional Lebesgue measure ml is replaced by m2.
Such two-dimensional Remez-type inequalities seem to be new even for ordinary poly-
nomials and for special domains, such as the open unit disk. Therefore we formulate
a two-dimensional Remez-type inequality in this special case first, which turns out to

be essentially sharp by Theorem 2.6.
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Concerning Lp-versions of Remez's inequality, we study the following question:
How large can the ratio

1

J. (Q,.,c(X))Pd.:z;
-1

J(Q,..,c(x))Pdx
A

be if J.L E M, c E JR, A C [-1,1], ml(A) ? 2 -s, 0 < s < 2, and p > O? We give
an essentially sharp answer in Theorem 2.7. for the case when 0 < S .$ !. In Theorem
2.8 we establish an essentially sharp upper bound for the ratio

!(QI',c(z))Pdm2(Z)
n

!(Q/S,c(z))Pdm2(Z)'
A

when 11 c C is a bounded domain with C2 boundary, 11. E M, c E JR., A c 0,
m2(A) ~ m2(O) -s, s > 0 sufficiently small, and p > o. In Theorems 2.9 and
2.10 we give essentially the best possible Remez-type inequalities for exponentials of
logarithmic potentials on the unit circle. The Remez-type inequalities of Corollary
2.3 and Theorems 2.4 and 2.9 will playa central role in establishing the Nikolskii-type
inequalities for exponentials of potentials on [-1, IJ, on the unit circle and on bounded
domains of C with C2 boundary. These NikolSkii-type inequalities are formulated in
Theorems 3.1, 3.2, and 3.3.

2. Remez-type inequalities: statement of results. In this section we state
our main results concerning Remez-type inequalities for logarithmic potentials on
[-1, IJ, on the unit circle and on bounded domains having smooth boundaries. The
proofS of these results will be given in §§6, 7, 8, and 9.

THEOREM 2.1. Let 11. E M, c E R, and E/"c be defined as in (1.7). Then

(0 < s < 2)ml (E",c) ;?: 2 -s

implies

.;'i-JS
Furthermore, if Q Jj,C restricted to
holds in (2.2) if and only if

[-1,1J is continuous on

:-1,1], 

then the &luality

Jl. = Jl.r~1.1.-5] or .u =.ui-l+a,lj

and

2-8

c=-log4

where J.LK denotes the equilibrium measure (cf. [14, §III.2]) of a compact set K C C.
We remark that Q/l,C is upper semicontinuous on C, so the maximum on [-1,1]

is attained.
Concerning pointwise upper bounds for QI£.C(X) we shall prove the following result

that extends the validity of Theorem 4 of [4].
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THEOREM 2.2. There is an absolute constant k1 such that

~'Vs}Q,.,c(x) $ exp

for every -1 ~ x ~ 1,p. E M and c E R. satisfying

(0 < s .$: 1)ml(E,.,c) ~ 2 -s

Consequently, we obtain the following.
COROLLARY 2.3. There is an absolute constant k2 > 0 such that

(2.6) ml ({x E [-1,1] : Q/"c(x) > e:x:p( -vIS) -~~l Q/"c(Y) } ) ~ k2s

for every ,lL E M, c E R, and 0 < s < 2.
In our next theorem we establish the analogue of Corollary 2.3 for the case when

[-1,1] is replaced by the closure of a bounded domain n c C with C2 boundary.
THEOREM 2.4. Let n c C be a bounded domain with C2 boundary. Then, there

is a constant k3 = k3(n) > 0 depending only on n such that

zEn: 

QIJ,c(z) > exp( --18) m~ QIJ,c(W)
wEn

2:: k3sm2

for every JL E M, c E R., and 0 < s < m2(n).
Actually, in the above theorem it suffices to have a somewhat weaker geometric

assumption for the boundary of n, namely, the following: there is an r > 0 depending
only on n such that for each z E on there is an open disk Dz with radius r such that
Dz c n and Dz non = {z}. It is well known that if on is a C2 curve, then this
property holds.

To prove Theorem 2.4 we will need the following result for pol}'nomials. To
formulate this, we introduce the notation

(2.8) D:= {z E C: Izi < I}

and

(2.9) 'P~(D,s):= {p E 'P~ : m2({zE D: Ip(z)1 ~ 1}) ~ 1r -s} (0 < s < 1r),

along with the analogous definition for 'P~ (D, s).
THEOREM 2.5. There is an absolute constant k4 > 0 such that

(2.10) m~lp(u)1 ~ exp(k4nVs)
uED

for every p E P~(D, s) and 0 < s :5 t.
Our next theorem shows that the result of Theorem 2.5 is essentially sharp.

Here we do not examine what happens when 1 < s < 2; the case 0 < s .s: 1 is
more important in applications. The sharpness of Theorem 2.2 (in the corresponding
polynomial case) is shown in [4, §12].

Observe that the first assertion of Theorem 2.1 is equivalent to the following.
THEOREM 2.1 *. For every JL E M, c E JR and 0 < t < 1,
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THEOREM 2.6. There is an absolute constant ks > 0 such that

(2.11) sup({lp(1)I:p E 1'3n(D,s)})? exp(ksn..;s)

for every 0 < s .$ ~.
Using Theorems 2.1 and 2.4, we establish Remez-type inequalities in L,,(O < p <

00) for exponentials of potentials on both [-1,1] and bounded domains n c C and
C2 boundary.

THEOREM 2.7. There is an absolute constant ~ > 0 such that

£(Q~,c(X))"dx.$ (1+ (~)") J (Q~,c(x))"dx
(2.12) A

.$ (1 +exp(k6PVs)) L (Q~,c(x))"dx

(2.13) J (Q!"c(z))Pdm2(z) :$ (1 + exp(k7PVS)) J (Q!"c(z))Pdm2(z)
n A

for every J1. E M, c E JR, p> 0, 0 < s :$ kg, and A c n with m2(A) ~ m2(O) -s.
The following theorem establishes a Remez-type inequality for exponentials of log-

arithmic potentials on the unit circle, extending a Remez-type inequality for trigono-
metric polynomials [4, Thm. 3].

THEOREM 2.9. There is an absolute constant kg > 0 such that

for every JL E M, c E R. and 0 < s ~ 11"/2 whenever

(2.15) ml({t E [-71",71"): QJL.C(eit) Sl}) ?: 271" -S.

From this we will easily obtain the following.
THEOREM 2.10. We have

7r

J (Q",c(eit))pdt .$ (1 + exp(2kgps)) i (Q",c(eit))Pdt
-7r

for every JL E M, c E R., p> 0, 0 < s S 7r/4, and Ac (-7r,7r) with ml(A) ;?: 27r -s.
Here kg is the same as in Theorem 2.9.

We have formulated each of our results for probability measures on C with compact
support. This was done only for the sake of brevity. As an example, we rewrite the
result of Theorem 2.1 for all finite Borel measures on C with compact support.

COROLLARY 2.11. Let JL be a finite Borel measure on C with compact support,
and let c E R. and E,.,c be defined as in (1.7). Then

(2.16) (0 < s < 2)ml(E",c)? 2 -s

implies
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",(C)
J2+JS
'J2~

Furthermore, if Q #",c restricted to
if and only if

[-1,1] 

is continuous, then equality holds in (2.17)

JL = JL(C)JLi-l,l-sj or J1, = J1,(C)J1,i-l+a,lj

and

2-8C = -11-(C) log~,

where J.LK denotes the equilibrium measure of a compact set K c C.

3. Nikolskii-type inequalities: statement of results. Using; Corollary 2.3
and Theorem 2.4 we will prove the following Nikolskii-type inequalities. The proofs
will be given in §10.

THEOREM 3.1. There is an absolute constant kID> 0 such that

IIQ,.,cIlLp(-l,l) .s: (k1O(1 + q2))1/Q-l/PIIQ,.,cIlLq(-l,l)

for every f.L E M,c E R, and 0 < q < p 500.
THEOREM 3.2. Let 0 c C be a bounded domain with C2 boundary. There exists

a constant kll = k11 (0) > 0 depending only on 0 such that

(3.2)
2 1/ 1/IIQIJ,cIlLp({}j .$: (k11(l + q)) q- PIIQIJ,cIlLq({}j

for every I.L E M, c E R, and 0 < q < p .$ 00.
We remark that Theorem 3.1 is an extension of [7, Thm. 6], where the same

inequality was proved when the support of I.L is a finite set.
THEOREM 3.3. There is an absolute constant k12 > 0 such that

(3.3) IIQ~,c(eit)IILp(-1r,1r) .$: (k12(1 + q))1/q-l/PIIQ~,C(eit)IIL9(-1r,1r)

for every IJ. E M, c E JR, and 0 < q < p S 00.

For general finite measures IJ., Theorem 3.1 yields the following.
COROLLARY 3.4. There is an absolute constant klO > 0 such that

(3.4) IIQ/J,cIlLp(-l,l) S (k1O(1 + (qlJ.(C))2))1/q-1/pIiQ/J,cIlLq(-1,1)

for every finite Borel measure IJ. on C with compact support, c E JR and 0 < q < p S

00.

Theorems 3.2 and 3.3 have similar straightforward extensions.

4. Lemmas for Theorem 2.1. To prove Theorem 2.1 we need a series of lem-
mas, which we state in this section and prove in §5.

For a comp~t set K c C containing infinitely many points, let Tn,K E p~ be the
nth degree monic Chebyshev polynomial with respect to K, i.e.,

(4.1)
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where II.IIK denotes the uniform norm on K. We also define the normalized Chebyshev
polynomials

Tn.K,---, T..,K := I/T..,KIIK.

LEMMA 4.1. Let 0 ~6 < 2,6 < s < 2, and z E C with Rez?: 1- 6 fixed. Then

(4.3) sup w(z)1 = IT..,[-1,1-6J(z)l,

where the supremum in (4.3) is taken over all p E 'P~ satisfying

,.., -1,1-6]:lp(x)I~1})?:2-s.
ml({X E [

If K c C is a compact set we denote by Doo(K) the unbounded component of
the complement C\K. This domain is referred to as the outer domain of K and its
boundary 8Doo (K) is called the outer boundary of K. If K has positive logarithmic
capacity [14, p. 55], we denote by gD~(K)(Z, 00) the Green function with pole at 00
for Doo(K). We remark that 9D~(K)(Z, 00) is the smallest positive harmonic function
in Doo(K)\{oo} that behaves like log Izl+ const. near 00 (cf. [11, p. 333]).

LEMMA 4.2. Let K c [-1,1] be compact with ml(K) :?: 2 -s (0 < s < 2). Then
the inequality

(4.5) gD~(K)(Z,OO):$ gD~.([-1,1-8J)(Z,oo)

holds for all z such that Re z 2:: sup(K).
To prove Lemma 4.2 we need the following result of Myrberg and Lega [11, ThIn.

11.1, p. 333].
LEMMA 4.3. Let K c C be compact with cap(K) > 0, where "cap" denotes the

logarithmic capacity. Then

(4.7) (0 < s < 2),ml (EIJ,c) ~ 2 -s

then the inequality

(4.8) P!"c(z) ~ gD~{[~1.1-6])(Z, 00)

holds for all z such that Re z ~ sup(E!,.c).
To formulate our last lemma, for 0 < s < 2 we introduce the notation

) M(s) := {(.u, c) E M x IR : ml(E,.,c) ~ 2 -s}

LEMMA 4.5. Let 0 < s < 2 be fixed. Then

for every z E Doo(K), where Fn,K denotes an nth degree monic Fekete polynomial
for K. The conve~ence in (4.6) is locally uniform in Doo(K).

LEMMA 4.4. Let JL E M and c E R. If
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5. Proofs of the lemmas for Theorem 2.1.
Proof of Lemma 4.1. We prove the lemma only when 6' = 0, since the case when

0 < 6' < 2 can be handled similarly. For the sake of brevity we introduce the classes

{S.I) 'P~([-I, I],s):= {p E 'P~: ml({x E [-1,1] : jp(x)1 ~ I})? 2 -s}

(n=0,I,2,...j 0<s<2).

It is easy to see that P;; ([-1,1], s) is a closed and bounded subset of P,~ in the uniform
norm on [-1,1]; hence it is compact. Hz E C is fixed, then the map p -Ip(z)/ is
continuous; therefore, there exists a p' E P;;([-1, 1], 8) such that

Ip*(z) I = sup Ip(z) I
PEP:;([-l,l),s)

Now we show that Re z ~ 1 implies

p. = :i:Tn,l-l,l-B)

To see this, we analyze the properties of p*.
PROPOSITION 5.1. p* has only real zeros.
Proof Assume to the contrary that p* has a nonreal zero w. Then

1 -e(x -z)(x -z)'p(x) = (1 + 1J)p*(X) E P~([-l,l],s)
, (.x -w)(.x -w).-

with sufficiently small 1] > 0 and E: > 0 contradicts the maximality of p.. This proves
the proposition. 0

PROPOSITION 5.2. All zeros alp. are in [-1,1].
Proof Assume to the contrary that p. has a nonreal zero w outside [ ~. =:, --.

is real by Proposition 5.1. We now distinguish three cases.
Case 1. w > Re z. Let w' E JR be the symmetric image of w with respect to

Re z, i.e., w' :=2Re z -w. Then

p(x) := (1 + 17)P

with a sufficiently small1J > 0 contradicts the maximality of p.
Case 2. 1 < w .5: Re z. Now

with a sufficiently small 1] > 0 contradicts the maximality of p*.
Case 3. w < -1. Observe that (x + 1) (x -w)-l is strictly increasing in

and so
[-1,00),

I ReZ+l_ [ $ I ~

IRez-w z-w

(5.7)

(5.8)
.(x + l)(Re z -w) r

p(x):= (1 +77)P (X){; -w){Re z + 1) E 'Pn([-I, 1), s)

with a sufficiently small 7J > 0 contradicts the maximality of p.

*x-w
~)- E P~([-I, IJ,s)x-w
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By considering Cases 1, 2, and 3, Proposition 5.2 is completely proved
Now we introduce the notation

0

1:= 

{x E [-1,1] : Ip*(x)l.$ I}.

Obviously I is the union of pairwise disjoint subintervals of [-1,1] that will be called
the components of I. Every component of I contains at least one zero of p.; otherwise
a routine application of Rolle's Theorem, together with Propositions 5.1 and 5.2 would
imply that p'. has at least as many zeros as p., a contradiction. Using this observation
we prove the following.

PROPOSITION 5.3. The set I is a single interual; in fact, 1= [-1,1 -s].
Proof To see that I is an interval, assume to the contrary that I has at least

two components, and let II be the component closest to 1. Let 1] and 1]' be the
left-hand endpoint of 11 and the right-hand endpoint of the component close."t to 11,
respectively. H Wj(j = 1,2,.. .,m) are the zeros of p. lying in 11, then it is easy to
check that

E 1'~([-l,l],s)

with 0 < h .$: 17 -17/ contradicts the maximality of p.. Therefore I is an interval with
ml(I) ~2-8. Now if 1# [-1,1-8], then

p(x) := P*(X + E) E P:([-1, 1], s)

with sufficiently small E: > 0 contradicts the maximality of p., which proves the
proposition. 0

Now Proposition 5.3 together with a result of Erdos [13, p. 64] yield that p. =
Tn,r-l,l-sj and Lemma 4.1 is proved. 0

Proof of Lemma 4.2. Let Fn,K denote an nth degree monic Fekete polynomial for
K and set

Fn.K(X)
"F;:$jj';

and 6":= 1 -sup(K)Fn,K(X) :=

K C {x E [-1,1- 6] : IFn.K(X)1 .s: I}.

Therefore,

ml({X E [-1,1-6]: IFn.K(X)1 ~ I}) ~ 2 -s,

and Lemma 4.1 implies that

IFn,K(Z)I.5: ITn,l-l,l-aj(z)1

holds for every z E C such that Re z ~ sup(K). Since cap(K) ?: ml(K)j4 > 0 [14,
Cor. 4, p. 84], by Lemma 4.3 we have

Z E Doo(K),
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and, as is well known,

(5.14) lim ITn l-ll-_ j(z)11/n = exp{gD(X)(I-l,l-_
])(Z, co)}n-(X) , ,

for every z E C such that z ~ [-1,1 -sJ. Now (5.12)-(5.14) yield the lemma except
for the point Zo = sup(K) ?; 1 -s. That (4.5) also holds at Zo can be seen from the
limiting argument given in the next proof. 0

Proof of Lemma 4.4. For a fixed 0 < c < 2 -s we choose a compac:t set K C E,.,c
such that sup(E,.,c) > sup(K) and

ml(E,.,c\K) :5: E.

The last inequality, together with (4.7), yields ml(K) ~ 2 -s -E. Note that the
function

9D~(K)(Z, 00) -P,.,c(Z)

is superharmonic on C\K and, since K c E,.,c,

~iJ1f (gD~(K)(Z,OO) -P,.,c(z)) ~ O.
'ED~(K)

Therefore the Ininimum principle for superharmonic functions gives

(5.15) gD~(K)(Z, 00) -P,.,c(Z) ~ 0

for all Z E Doo(K), and in particular, for all Z E C with Re Z ~ sup(E,.,c) > sup(K).
On the other hand,. by the preceding proof,

gD~(K)(Z' 00) ~gD~([-l,l-"-E)(Z' 00)

for all zE C with Re z > sup(K). This, together with (5.15) yields

(5.16) P ,.,c(z) ~ gD~(!-l,l-"-E) (z, 00)

for all z E C with Re z~ sup(E,.,c). Taking the liInit in (5.16) as E; -+ 0+, we obtain
the desired result. 0

Proof of Lemma 4.5. Note that P ,.,c is upper seInicontinuous; hence there exists
-1,1] such that

YE[

H (JL, c) E M(s), then either

(5.17) ml({x E [-l,y] :P",c(x) .$ O}) ?: ~(1 + y)(2 -s)

Or

(5.18) ml({X E [y,.l] : PJ',c(x) S a}) ~ ~(1- y)(2- B).

We may assume that y > -1 and that (5..17) holds; otherwise, we study (JL( -f) ,c) E
M(s). Now (5.17) impiles that (/.I, c) E M(s), where

y+1 y-1-t+- c:= c -logv(t) := I.L
z 2

2

y+ 1)
and

max P (x)'= P ( ) -D (1)-l~%~l ~,c ~,c Y -Tv,c ,

0which proves the lemma.
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6. Proofs of Theorems 2.1 and 2.2.
Proof of Theorem 2.1. From Lemmas 4.4 and 4.5 we deduce that

whenever ml(E/J.,c) ~ 2 -s. Note that

vI2+.fSexp{gD~ ([-1,1-.]) (1,00)} = 'J2"":~

which, together with (6.1), yields the first part of the theorem.
Now we prove the unicity part of the theorem. Assume that (J.L, c) E M(s), Q/l,C

restricted to [-1,1] is continuous and

.f2+v'S

.f2-v'S
QI',c(l) =

Then, by continuity, sup(EI4,c) < 1. First we show that

P,.,c(z) =gD~([-l,l-.])(Z,OO)

for all z in the half plane

11:= {z E C : Re z > sup(EjJ.,c)} ,

Indeed, (6.3) can be written as h(l) = 0, where

h(z):= gD~{[-1,1-8])(Z,OO) -P~,c(z).

Since h is superharmonic in the domain and 1 E Ii, Lemma 4.4 and the minimum
principle for superharmonic functions imply that h(z) == 0 in Ii. Thus (6.4) holds
in Ii.

Next we show that

SUpp(jL) c JR.

Assume that supp(jL)\R ;If 0. If w E supp(jL)\JR, then the disk

D(w,E:):= {z E C: Iz-wl < E:}

has positive Il-measure for every E: > o. Now let

(6.5) A:= supp(,u) nD(w,c) with c = ~IIm wi.

We define the linear transformation tp : C -+ C by

(6.6) cp(z) := 1 + (z -l)exp(i(7r -arg(w -1)))

Obviously,

(6.7) 11 -rp(t) I = 11 -tj for all t E C,

and there is a 0 < c5 < 1 depending only on w and sup(E,.,c) such that

(6.8) Ix -cp(t)1 < 81x -tl for all tEA and -1 $: x $: sup(E..oc)
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We denote the restriction of a measure /I on a measurable set B by /lIB, and define
the measure u(t) := Jl.(cp-l(t)). Then (6.7), (6.8), and Jl. E M imply

J log 11 -tldJl.IA(t) = J log 11 -cp(t)ldJl.(t)

(I; a) C A

: J log 11 -tldu(t)

cp(A)

and

(6.10)

J log Ix -tldul",(A) = L log Ix -tp(t)ldp,(t)

c

< L log Ix -tldp,(t) + p,(A) log 6" for a.ll- 1 $ x $ sup(E1'.c)

Now let

jJ.(t) := JLIC\A (t) + Ulip(A) (t)

We have P E M, since JL E M and

JdP= J dJL+ J d0-
C C\A Ip(A)

= J dJL + i dJL = ~ dJL = 1
C\A

FrOIn (6.9)-(6.11) vve obtain

(6.12) k log 11 -tld{L(t) = k log 11 -tldJ.L(t)

and, for -1 ~ x ~ sup(E,.,c),

L log Ix -tld{L(t) < L log Ix -tld/L(t) + /L(A) log 8.

Now (6.13) and (J1"C) E M(s) imply

(jL,c-JL(A)log8) E M(s),

while (6.12) and 0 < 6' < 1 yield

P,.,c-p(A)log6(1) = Pp,c(l) -JL(A) log 8 > Pp,c(I),

which contradicts the extremal property of Pp,c' Therefore SUPP(JL) C JR.
Let [a,{3] be the smallest interval containing SUPP(JL) U [-1,1 -s]. Since the

function gD~([-l.l-s)) -P p,c is harmonic on C\[a, {3] and vanishes in the half plane
fi, we have

gD~([-l,l-.])(Z,oo) == P,.,C(Z)(6.14)
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for all z E C\[o,{3]. In particular, letting z -;. 00 in (6.14),

2-8
c= -logT

Since (6.14) can be written as

1 

log Iz -tldp.(t) = 1 log Iz -tldp.i-l,1-6)(t)

for all z E C\[a,.8], the result of [10, ThIn. 1.12', p. 76] yields p. = J.Li-l,l-6j
Finally, if (p.,c) E M(s) and

../i+JS ,

../i-JS
QJ',c(Y) = y E [-1,1],

then, as in the proof of Lemma 4.5, we have either

(Ii, c) E M(s) or (v, c) E M(s),

where

fI(t) := J.L((Y + 1)tj2 + (y -1)/2),

and

v(t) := /1.((1 -y)tj2 + (1 + y)j2), C:= c-log (~)
l-y"

If (v,e) E M(s), then

Vii + vIS
,

Vii-vIS
Qv,c(l) = Qp.,c(Y) =

and so, by the fust part of the proof,

2-8
4

iI =.u[-l,l-s] and c = -log

Since Q",t{l) ~ Q,.,c(l) = Q",t«3 -y)/(l + y)), it follows that y = 1. Hence

2-8
4

and c = c = -log~ *1.£= v = 1.£[-1,1-8]

If (v,E) E M(s), thenm exactly the same way we obtain

2-s

4
JL =ii = JLi-l+a,l] and c = c = -log

which completes the proof. 0
Proof of Theorem 2.2. We assume that 0 < s < 1, since the case s = 1 can be

obtained by Theorem 2.1. Let JL E M and c E JR be such that (2.4) holds. For a fi.xed
0 < E: < 1 -s we choose a compact set K c Ep,c such that

ml (E,.,c\K) .$: c.
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Then, as in the proof of Lemma 4.4, we deduce that

(6.15) gD~(K)(Z,OO)- PjJ.,c(Z) ?; 0

for all Z E Doo(K). Note that assumption (2.4) and the choice of K imply ml(K) ?;
2 -s + c. Applying [4, Thm. 4] to the Fekete polynomials Fn,K E p~, we have

1 IFn,K(X)1 .S + E: r=-;-=:
(6.16) -log /It:' II .$ k1 mm "2' V S + E:n .c'n,K K v1-x~

for every -1 .$ x :$ 1, where k1 > 0 is an absolute constant. By l~emma 4.3 and
ml(K) ~ 2 -S -E: > 0, the limit of the left-hand side of (6.16), as n -+ 00, exists
for every x E -l,lJ\K, and equals 9D",(K) (x, 00). Therefore (6.16) ~I.nd Lemma 4.3
imply

gD~(K)(X, 00) .<.; k1 min
S+E:

"J~'.;;+i
for every x E -1, 1]\K.. and together with (6.15) this yields

S+E:
J1===~' .Ji+cP,.,c(X) .$ k1 min

for every x E 1-1, 1]\K. Since PJ',c(x) 5 0 for every x E K C EJ',c, (6.17) holds
for every x E (-1,1]. Taking the limit in (6.17) as E: -+ 0+, we g:et the desired
result. 0

7. Proofs of Theorems 2.4, 2.5, and 2.6. Denote by Tn the set of all real
trigonometric polynomials of degree at most n. Note that p E p~ implies that qr(t) :=
Ip(reit) 12 E Tn for every r > O. This follows immediately from the identity

Iz- Zjl2 = Ireit -rjeit;12 = (reit -rjeit;)(re-it -rje-it;)

== r2 + rJ -2rrjcos(t- tj

(z = reit,Zj = rjeit;,t,tj E JR.,r > O,r; > 0).

In the proof of Theorem 2.5 a Remez-type inequality on the size of trigonometric
polynomials will playa central role. To formulate this we introduce the notation

Tn(s) := {q E Tn: ml({t E

:-71",71"): 

Iq(t)l.5: I}) ~ 271" -s} (0< s < 27r).

LEMMA 7.1 There is an absolute constant k13 > 0 such that

(0< s.$: 1r/2)

for every q E Tn(S).
Lemma 7.1 is proved in [4, Thm. 3]. Our next lemma is a well-l<:nown, simple

consequence of the maximum principle for analytic functions.
LEMMA 7.2. LetD:={zEC:lzl:'<:;l}. We have

m~lp(u)1 :5: (1- r)-n max Ip(u)1
uED lul~l-r

for every p E 'P~ and 0 < r < 1
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Theorem 2.5 will be used in the proof of Theorem 2.4, so we prove Theorem 2.5first. 
The proof of Theorem 2.4 will be given at the end of this section.

Proof of Theorem 2.5. Let p E 'P~(D, 8)(0 < 8 .$ ~). Observe that if qr(t) :=
Ip(reit) 12 ~ Tn(2v18) for every 1 --IS .$ r .$ 1, then

m2({Z E 15: Ip(Z)/2 > I}) >

1

J 2.Jiidr ~ VS2VS(1 -VB) ~ s
1-../8

(0 < s $: was used in the last inequality), which contradicts the fact t;hat p E
'P~(15, B). Thus there exists an TO, (1 -vIS $: TO $: 1) such that

(7.4) qro(t) = jp(Toeit)12 E Tn(2.;8).

Then, by Lemma 7.1, we obtain

F\1rthermore, Lemma 7.2, together with 1 -VS ~ ro ~ 1 and 0 < s ~ i, yields

ml!:! Ip(U)j2 ~ (1- Js)-2n max jp(U)12
uED lul$ro

) ~ exp(4nJs) max Ip(u)12 = exp(4nJs) max Ip(roeit)f2,

lul$ro -7r$t$7r

Now (7.5) and (7.6) give the theorem with k4 := k13 + 2. 0
Proof of Theorem 2.6. Let Tn (x) = cos(n arccos x){-l ~ x:$ 1) be the Chebyshev

polynomial of degree n. For 0 < s :$ 1, define the polynomials

Tn,..(z) := Tn
z

~
and

z + z-l
2

Q3n,s(Z) := z2nTn,s

Obviously,

Let

D..,c := {z E C : Izi s 1, arg z E [vIS, 71" -JS] U [71" + vIS, 271" -~}

U{ Z E C : jzl .$: 1 -CyfS}

where 0 < c ~ 1 will be chosen later. We examine the ma:x:imum of IQ3n,..! on D..,c.
By the maximum principle, it is sufficient to examine the ma:x:imum of IQ3n,../on the
boundary of D..,c. For z satisfying Izi = 1, arg z E [.jS,7I" -vIS] U [71" + .jS,271" -vIS],
we have

max ITn
Ixl~cos .;s

{1.11) IQ3n,s(Z)! S
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FUrthermore, by the maximum principle, we have for Izi = 1- c.;s,

Now let

z = r(cos JS + isin JS) with 1 -cJS s: r s: 1.

H c = i and 0 < s .$ 1 in (7.13), then

(7.14)

Therefore, using the fact that the zeros of Tn,s are in (- cos vIS, cas fi), we easily
conclude

K(n, s) := max {Tn
1

~,(7.16)
1

-snJ$exp

and

2~
K(n,s)

P3n,.(Z) :=

By (7.11), (7.12), (7.15)-(7.17) and the maximum principle we can easily deduce that

IP3n.s(z)1 .$: 1 for z E DS.l/S'

Hence

P3n,6 E 'P3n (15, s) (0 < s .$: 1).

Finally, by (7.9), (7.16), and (7.17) we obtain

P3n,s(1)

T..{l + 8/2) 1
gnvs=expTn(l + 8/4)

which completes the proof. 0

By the reason of symmetry (7.15) holds when z = r(::I: cos .;s ::I: i sin JS), 1 -.;s /8 $
r $ 1, and 0 < 8 $ 1. We define
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Proof of Theorem 2.4. Denote the boundary of 11 by r. Since r is a C2 curve, there
is an r > 0 depending only on 11 such that for each z E r there is an open disk Dz with
radius r such that Dz C 11 and 15z nr = {z}. By the maximum principle for analytic
functions, for every p E 'P~ there is a zo E r such that Ip(zo) I = maxuen Ip(u)l.
It follows from Theorem 2.5, by a linear transformation, that there are constants
k14 := k4.J1P = k4/r > 0 and k15 := r2/4 > 0 depending only on 11 (k4 is the same
as in Theorem 2.5) such that

(7.21) m~/p(u)/ = m~ Ip(u)/$ exp(k4nfiP) = exp(k14n~
uEn UED.o

(0 < s :5 k1S)

for every p E 'P~ satisfying

(7.22) m2({Z EO: Ip(z)/.$ I})?: m2(0) -s.

Now let JL E M,c E JR,

(7.23) En,/"c := {z EO: QI£,C(Z) .$ I},

and assume that

(7.24) m2(En,/"c) > m2(0) -s.

For a fixed 0 < c < m2 (0) -s we choose a compact set K c En,/"c such that

(7.25) m2(En,/"c\K) .$ c.

This, together with (7.24), gives

(7.26) m2(K) ?: m2(0) -(s + E).

As in the proof of Lemma 4.4, we obtain that

(7.27) gDo»(K)(Z,OO) -PI£,C(Z) ?: 0

for all Z E Dcx.(K). Applying (7.21) to the normalized Fekete polynomials

-~ K(7.28) n n,
rn,K := IIFn,KllK

we obtain
1 ~ r::-:-=

(7.29) -log IFn.K(Z)1 .$ K14V S + E:
n

for every zEn and 0 < S + E: .$ k1S. By Lemma 4.3, the limit of the left-hand side of
(7.29), as n -+ 00, exists for every z E Doo(K) and equals 9D~(K)(Z, 00). Therefore,
(7.29) and Lemma 4.3 imply

(7.30) gD~(K)(Z,OO).$ k14~

for every z E Doo(K) n nand 0 < S + E: .$ k1S, and together with (7.27) this yields

(7.31) P,.,c(z) .$ k14vf"S+E:

for every z E Doo(K) n nand 0 < S + E: .$ k1S. Since K c En".,c and P,.,c(z) is
sub harmonic in C, it follows from the maximum principle that (7.31) holds for all
zEn. Taking the limit as E: -+ 0+, we get

(7.32) Q,..c(z) .$ exp(k14vs)

for every zEn and 0 < S .$ k1S, which completes the proof. 0
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8. Proofs of Theorems 2.1 and 2.8.
Proof of Theorem 2.7. From Theorem 2.1* we can easily deduce that

ml (E,.,c,~,A) ~ 28 -8 = 8

for every J1. E M,c E R,O < s < 1, and A C [-1,1] with ml(A) ~ 2 -,s, where

{ 1-..fi Euc.sA = X E A: Q.. ,c(x) > 1 r; max Q"c (y).-, , , .-+ VB -1$1/$1 ..,

Hence

J
[-l,l]\A

for every JL E M,c E R.,O < s ~ ! and A C [-1,1] with miCA) :::: 2- S" where k6 = 4
is a suitable choice. From (8.3) we immediately get (2.12). 0

Theorem 2.8 follows from Theorem 2.4 by straightforward modifications of the
proof of Theorem 2.7.

9. Proofs of Theorems 2.9 and 2.10.
Proof of Theorem 2.9. Assume that p E 'P~ and

ml({t E [-7r,7r): Ip(eit)1 ~1}) 2:: 27r -S (0 < s.s: 11"/2)

Applying Lemma 7.1 to q(t) := Ip(eit)j2 E Tn(s), we obtain

Ip(eit)l..s;exp(k13ns) (t E JR)

The above polynomial inequality can be extended to exponentials of logarithmic po-
tentials with compact support by the technique used in the proof of Theorems 2.2
and 2.4; so we omit the details. 0

Theorem 2.10 follows immediately from Theorem 2.9 in exactly the same way as
Theorem 2.7 was obtained from Theorem 2.1 * ; so we omit the details.

10. Proofs of Theorems 3.1, 3.2, and 3.3.
Proof of Theorem 3.1. For the sake of brevity we denote the norm Ir.IILp(-l,l) by

II .lip. It is sufficient to prove the theorem when p = 00, and then a simple argument
gives the desired result for arbitrary 0 < q < p < 00. To see this, assume that

11/1[00 SM1/qll/llq

for an f E Loo and 0 < q < 00, with some factor M. Then
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Ilfll~ = IIlfIP-q+qlll < IIfll~qllfll~

~ MP/q-ll/fll:-ql/fll:
and therefore

IIflip ~ M1/q-l/Pllfllq
for every 0 < q < p < 00. Thus, in the sequel let 0 < q < p = 00. Applying Corollary
2.3 with

(10.1) s = min{l, q-2},

we obtain

?: k2sxEIml ~-1, 1] : (Q/"c(x))q ?: e-l -~~l (Q/"c(y))q
_11-

for every JL E M, C E JR., and q > O. Now, integrating only on the subset E of [-1, I),
where
(10.3) ~- -C-- ) ;!,(Q/"c(X))9 ~ e-l -~~1 (Q/"C(y))9,

-y-

and using (10.1) and (10.2), we conclude that

(::.~.~) IIQ/"clI~ .$: ~ J (Q/"c(x))qdx .$: t(1 + ~)IIQ/"cll~
E

for every JL E M, c E JR, and q > 0, and the theorem follows by taking the qth
root. 0

Theorems 3.2 and 3.3 follow from Theorems 2.4 and 2.9, respectively, by straight-
forward modifications of the proof of Theorem 3.1.
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